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We have measured the analyzing power for elastic scattering ofp1 from a target of polarized1H. Data were
taken for incident pion beam energies of 165 and 240 MeV at several pion scattering angles. The current data
generally agree with previously existing measurements ofAy for this reaction and also with results of the SAID
phase-shift analysis program. In most cases the new data are of higher precision than previously existing data.

PACS number~s!: 13.75.Gx, 24.70.1s, 25.80Dj

We have measured the analyzing powers for elastic scat-
tering of p1 from polarized1H for pion beam energies of
Tp5165 and 240 MeV at several scattering angles. Previ-
ously reported results for beam energies near 165 MeV@1–3#
do not extend to the small angles accessible to this experi-
ment while previous results near 240 MeV@4,5# have rela-
tively large uncertainties. The data presented here were ac-
quired during two separate running periods at the Paul
Scherrer Institute~PSI! in Villigen, Switzerland with very
similar experimental setups. The main thrust of the first run-
ning period was to measure the analyzing power for the
7LiW(p1,p1p) reaction atTp5240 MeV @6# while the sec-
ond running period focused on measuring the7LiW(p1,pp)
analyzing power atTp5165 MeV@7#. Both experiments uti-
lized a polarized7LiH target. The presence of polarized hy-

drogen in this target allowed us to gather1HW (p1,p1p) ana-
lyzing power data along with the primary7Li1p1 data.
Initially, the 1HW (p1,p1p) data were analyzed to monitor
stability of the target polarization. The high quality and in-
ternal consistency of these data prompted the writing of this
Brief Report.

Central to the success of the7Li experiments was the
development of the PSI polarized7LiH target @8#. The target
consisted of chips of irradiated7LiH contained in an 18 mm
wide by 18 mm high by 5 mm thick brass cavity. NMR coils
were located in the median plane of the cavity to provide
periodic monitoring of the target polarization. The cavity is
held in the mixing chamber of a dilution refrigerator at the
center of a 2.5 T magnetic field. The target was dynamically
polarized yielding a positive polarization~normal to the scat-
tering plane in the direction of the magnetic field! of hydro-
gen nuclei between 45 and 60 % and negative polarization
between 40 and 50 %. The target polarization was deter-
mined to within an accuracy of64% of the measured polar-
ization value using the PSI NMR system@9#. During the 240
MeV running period, a single NMR coil measured the polar-
ization of the7Li and the1H polarization was deduced using
the equal spin temperature theory. For the 165 MeV running
period, a second NMR coil provided a direct measurement of
the 1H polarization in addition to the direct measurement of
the 7Li polarization. The measured1H polarization and that
deduced from the equal spin temperature theory, using the
measured7Li polarization, are consistent within the uncer-
tainties@7#. In addition to 7Li and 1H, the target also con-
tained liquid4He and a small amount of3He ~approximately
6%!, necessary for the operation of the dilution refrigerator.
During the 165 MeV running period, a thin CD2 foil was
located in front of the target cavity to provide calibration
data.
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The experimental apparatus was based around the SUSI
pion spectrometer in the PSIpM1 beamline@10# and is
shown schematically in Fig. 1. In addition to the SUSI spec-
trometer, which was positioned at several different angles on
the right side of the beam, we also viewed the target with
five stacks of ‘‘E blocks’’ to the left of the beam and four
‘‘complementary counters’’ to the right of the beam. TheE
blocks each consisted of a 5.6-cm-wide by 12.7-cm-high by
0.5-cm-thickDE plastic scintillator followed by a 8.9 cm
wide by 17.8 cm high by 15.2 cm thick plastic scintillator.
The E blocks were mounted with the front face of theDE
detector 50 cm from the target center. The complementary
counters, CCs, were 4-cm-wide by 8.5-cm-high by 1-cm-
thick plastic scintillators and were positioned between 35
and 45 cm from the target center. Both theE blocks and the
CCs were on movable platforms that allowed for variation of
the angles. The detector orientation shown in Fig. 1 is for the
165 MeV running period. During the 240 MeV running pe-
riod, theE blocks were at more forward angles while the
CCs and SUSI were at larger angles.

Nearly all of the data presented here are from coincident
detection of pions and protons. Three combinations of detec-
tor coincidences were used; pions in SUSI coincident with
protons in theE blocks, pions in the CCs with protons in the
E blocks, and pions inE blocks with protons in the CCs. In
the first case, scattered pions were identified in SUSI through
momentum and time-of-flight cuts while standardDE-E
techniques provided unambiguous identification of protons
in the E blocks. In the second case, likely pion candidates
were identified in the CCs through time-of-flight versus en-
ergy separation with protons again identified in theE blocks.
In the last case, pions were identified in theE blocks through
DE-E techniques with the likely proton candidates identified
in the CCs through time-of-flight versus energy-loss separa-
tion. In all cases, the coincidence requirements placed strin-
gent kinematical constraints on the collected data which as-

sured clean identification ofp1p elastic scattering. Table I
shows a breakdown of the energies, angles, and detector
combinations used to collect the data.

The power of the coincidence technique to cleanly iden-
tify p1p elastic scattering is illustrated by the SUSI•E-
block missing-energy spectrum shown in Fig. 2~a!. In addi-
tion to thep1p elastic scattering peak, the spectrum also
has contributions arising from inelastic scattering from7Li
and 4He. These include peaks due to quasielastic proton
knockout from 7Li leading to the~unresolved! ground and
first excited states of6He, quasielastic proton knockout from
4He, and knockout ofs-shell protons from7Li. The yield for
each of these contributions was determined by fitting the
missing-energy spectrum with appropriate line shapes utiliz-
ing the ALLFIT routine @11#. A small background function,
which was determined by empty target runs, was included in
the fit.

A single data point was taken~at uc.m.539.5° and
Tp5165 MeV! using SUSI in singles mode to detect the
elastically scattered pions. As before, pions were identified
through momentum and time-of-flight cuts. However, the
identification ofp1p elastic scattering events was not as
clean in this case due to the lack of coincidence information
and to energy/momentum resolution insufficient to separate
p1p elastic data from pion scattering off other target mate-
rials. This includes contributions from pion elastic scattering
off 2H, 4He, and7Li, and inelastic scattering from7Li to the
7Li 4.6 MeV excited state as well as7Li breakup. The yield
for each pion scattering reaction was determined by fitting
the SUSI pion-energy spectra using theALLFIT routine. A
typical SUSI energy spectrum is shown in Fig. 2~b! along
with the result of the lineshape fit. Yields fromp12H elastic
scattering and scattering to the 4.6 MeV excited state of
7Li are small relative to the other reactions due to a low
relative abundance of deuterium and a small relative cross
section for the 4.6 MeV state@12#. Furthermore, these two
peaks should appear in our spectrum at approximately the
same energy, about 159 MeV. Therefore, no attempt was
made to separate these contributions in the fit and thus ap-
pear as a single broad peak in the fitted SUSI energy spec-

FIG. 1. Experimental apparatus setup in the PSIpM1 beamline.
The pion beam is incident on a polarized7LiH target and bent by
the target’s magnetic field. The detectors include the SUSI spec-
trometer, four plastic-scintillator ‘‘complementary counters’’
~CC1-5!, and five plastic-scintillatorDE-E counters (DE125 and
E125), or ‘‘E blocks.’’ The configuration shown is for the 165
MeV running period.

TABLE I. Analyzing power at the different beam energies and
scattering angles. The detector combinations are shown with the
pion detector listed first followed by the proton detector. Analyzing
power entries are followed by statistical and systematic errors re-
spectively.

Tp ~MeV! Qc.m. Ay Detector~s!

165 39.5 0.1822
10.0192

10.008 SUSI singles
123.5 0.1072

10.0722
10.007 E block•CC

142.8 20.062
10.112

10.003 E block•CC

240 76.3 0.3912
10.0082

10.016 SUSI•E block
99.3 0.3362

10.0122
10.015 CC•E block

105.7 0.3182
10.0202

10.015 SUSI•E block
106.1 0.2742

10.0042
10.020 CC•E block

109.0 0.2122
10.0102

10.019 CC•E block
123.5 0.0822

10.0042
10.009 CC•E block

127.1 0.0472
10.0122

10.004 SUSI•E block
134.5 20.0112

10.0092
10.001 CC•E block
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trum. The energy separations of all fitted peaks agree well
with what is expected from kinematics, though there is a
slight ~0.5 MeV! overall shift to smaller energies due to an
energy calibration offset. What appears to be a uniform back-
ground in the energy spectrum has a peak centroid and width
consistent, within our energy acceptance and resolution, with
quasielastic7Li(p1,p1p) smeared by Fermi motion.

The analyzing power data is shown in Table I and plotted
in Fig. 3 along with the previously existing data and the
results from the phase-shift analysis programSAID @13#. The
error bars shown in the plot of the current data are the sta-
tistical and systematic uncertainties added in quadrature. The
systematic uncertainties are the quadrature sum of contribu-
tions from uncertainties in the target polarization, detector

angles, beam position, and beam energy. The statistical un-
certainty for the point atuc.m.539.5° andTp5165 MeV
takes into account the fitting errors of the SUSI pion-energy
spectrum.

Most of the data presented here have significantly smaller
uncertainties than previously reported results at similar beam
energies@1–5# or provide data at previously unmeasured
angles. AtTp5165 MeV, the data points at 123.5° and
142.8° have relatively large uncertainties but do confirm the
existing data base. They also enhance confidence in the va-
lidity of our experimental technique. The point at 39.5°
stands out in that it is the smallest angle datum at present,
and nicely confirms the trend of the data of Ref.@3#. The data
at Tp5240 MeV have uncertainties which are a factor of 3
to 4 smaller than previous data at similar energies. Within the
uncertainties, the new data agree well with the previous mea-
surements and are in good agreement with the predictions
generated bySAID. These new data should provide improve-
ment to the precision of the existingp1p scattering data
base.

We would like to thank G. Durand for kindly providing
the chips of7LiH which were irradiated at Saclay.

FIG. 2. ~a! Typical missing-energy spectrum for pions detected
in SUSI atuc.m.576.3° in coincidence with protons in anE block
for Tp5240 MeV. The curves represent the fitted yields for elastic
pion scattering from1H ~short dashes!, quasielastic proton knock-
out from 7Li to the ground and first excited states of6He ~dots!,
quasielastic proton knockout from4He ~long dashes!, knockout of
s-shell protons from7Li ~dot-dot-dash!, and the sum of the yields
~solid!. ~b! Typical SUSI energy spectrum~data points! for
uc.m.539.5° andTp5165 MeV. The lines represent the fitted yields
for elastic pion scattering from1H ~short dashes!, 4He ~long
dashes!, and 7Li ~dots!, a combination of inelastic scattering to the
4.6 MeV excited state of7Li and elastic scattering from2H ~dot-
dot-dash!, quasielasticp1p from 7Li ~dot-dash!, and the sum of
the yields~solid!.

FIG. 3. Analyzing power versus center-of-mass scattering angle

of the pion for 1HW (p1,p1p) at Tp5165 ~top! and 240 MeV~bot-
tom! along with previously existing data and results fromSAID
@13#. Error bars on the current data are the quadrature sum of sta-
tistical and systematic uncertainties.
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